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I “discovered” Metallica in 1984—they had been around for two
years. I “discovered” philosophy in 1985—it had been around for
2,500 years. Since then, for me, the two have been inextricably tied
together. Metallica changed my life—hell, they saved my life. Listen-
ing to “Fade to Black” while the rain fell on hopeless high school
nights, I felt I wasn’t alone, that someone else knew my pain. If
Metallica didn’t change your life then this book is not for you. Put it
back on the shelf and put on your favorite Poison album. I can only
feel sorry for you.

Too often dismissed early on as mindless noise, Metallica came to
be known as the “thinking man’s” metal band and the headbanger’s
CNN. Let’s set the record straight: Hetfield’s lyrics are rock poetry
rivaling Dylan and the Doors and more philosophically significant
than the Beatles and U2. Of course, not all the words of all the songs
are direct expressions of Hetfield’s own point of view. The narrator is
sometimes a kind of character or persona, not necessarily the same 
as the man behind the microphone, though we may suspect that even
these songs sometimes reveal the soul of the singer. As James says,
“Writing is therapy for me.”1

Echoing the “I Don’t Know” of Ozzy and Socrates, in “My World”
Hetfield sings: “Not only do I not know the answer / I don’t even know
what the question is.” James and the boys are not philosophers, nor
would they necessarily know the connections to philosophy this book

1 All Metallica.com, www.allmetallica.com/info/interviews/guitar98.php (2006).
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makes. Still, our goal here is to apply Metallica’s intentions faithfully
to philosophy, to demonstrate the band’s philosophical significance.2

And then there’s the music. Twenty-five years into their career most
bands lucky enough to still be around are touring nostalgia shows,
pale imitations of their former selves. But Metallica is still making
very credible music—even if not all the old fans like it. It would not
be without controversy, but I would say without hesitation, Metallica
is the greatest American rock band of all time.

This book includes essays by both kinds of Metallica fans, the kind
that think the band hasn’t made a good album in quite a while and
the kind who continue to appreciate Metallica’s music to this day. I
place myself in the second group. Though I’ve found some of Metallica’s
more recent albums disappointing, there are songs I connect deeply
with on each and every album. A bad Metallica album beats a good
album by anyone else any day. Well, that’s a bit overstated, but you
get the point.

Think of this book as like a box set. Twenty essays are divided
among five “discs.” There’s a reason the essays are in the order they’re
in; they flow better and make more sense that way. But feel free to hit
the “random” button and skip around. Who am I to tell a Metallica
fan to conform?

This is not a biography of the band and its members, though we
occasionally draw on the lives of the Metallicans. Some of the contribut-
ing authors are amateur musicians, but as professional philosophers
we’re better versed at analyzing words than notes. So we focus on the
lyrics rather than the music. This is not a fan club publication or a
complete love-fest; some of the chapters are pretty critical. You won’t
like everything written in this book; you won’t agree with all the
views and opinions expressed.

Metallica constantly challenges us to think, and this book can serve
as a guide for thinking through the soundtrack of your life. So start
your CD player, fire up your iPod, or, better yet, break out some of
the old vinyl. We’re goin’ for a ride with the four horsemen and a 
few philosophers, too.

2 For a discussion of intention and the interpretation of rock lyrics, see Theodore
Gracyk, I Wanna Be Me: Rock Music and the Politics of Identity (Philadelphia:
Temple University Press, 2001), pp. 33–50.
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The experience is unmistakable—“just a freight train coming your
way.” As Metallica starts playing through your speakers, adrenaline
starts pumping through your veins. Your heart rate, blood pressure,
metabolism, and energy levels all rise.1 You don’t just listen to
Metallica’s music—you experience it, and the music’s sheer power
can simultaneously stimulate and drain you. These physical effects are
often accompanied by strong emotional responses that match the
emotions expressed by the music. Listening to “Enter Sandman”—
“Dreams of war, dreams of liars / Dreams of dragon’s fire / And 
of things that will bite”—hardly has a calming effect that helps one
drift “Off to never-never land.” Indeed, the result is quite often the
opposite.

But it’s precisely because of these kinds of physical and emotional
responses that philosophers have long worried about the potentially
corrosive effects of certain styles of music on the listener’s moral char-
acter. If listening to, say, angry Metallica songs makes us angry, and if
feeling angry makes us act in less than desirable ways, then it follows
that angry Metallica songs have a negative effect on our morals. To
counter this, one might argue that listening to Metallica in certain

1 On the physical effects of listening to music, see Julius Portnoy, Music in the Life
of Man (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1973).
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contexts often elicits positive emotional responses and is thus not
morally corrupting. Further, fans of Metallica don’t listen to the music
simply because of the visceral experience it produces, but also because
of its content, and this is where the music has some potentially redeem-
ing moral qualities. Metallica not only performs songs that deal with
important personal and social issues—the dangers of substance abuse,
nuclear holocaust, the horrors of war, hypocritical religious leaders—
but they also do it in a way that is arguably morally instructive.

And I Want My Anger To Be Healthy:
Morality and the Emotions

The philosophical debate over the moral effects of the arts is hardly new;
we can trace it back at least as far as the writings of Plato (ca.428–
ca.348 bce) and his most famous student, Aristotle (384–322 bce).
Plato argues that we should be suspicious of the so-called “imitative
arts,”2 because they arouse our passions—“Frantic tick tick tick tick
tick tock”—and thereby corrupt our moral character. Unless artists
like Metallica can demonstrate the moral benefits of their art, Plato
suggested that they should be banished from the state.3 Against his
teacher, Aristotle argued that the imitative arts (especially tragedies)
can have a healthy effect on the soul, by purging the individual of
destructive emotions—“And I need to set my anger free.” A state
devoid of artists like Metallica would be an unhealthy state, indeed!
The important point to note is that both philosophers agree that art’s 
ability to stir our emotions has moral implications; the question we
need to resolve is whether these effects are on balance good or bad.

2 To understand what Plato means by the imitative arts, consider the difference
between “For Whom the Bell Tolls” and “The Call of Ktulu.” The former imitates the
sounds of war (gunshots, helicopters, and falling bombs), as well as the experience 
of fighting a battle. The latter song, while nominally “about” something, does not
attempt to imitate anything.
3 Plato’s attitude towards the arts is arguably more complex than I suggest. In some
dialogues, especially in the Symposium, he is more accommodating of them. For an
extended discussion of this issue, see Elizabeth Asmis, “Plato on Poetic Creativity,” 
in The Cambridge Companion to Plato, ed. Richard Kraut (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1992), pp. 338–64.
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One of Plato’s key psychological insights concerns the struggle we
all face between reason on the one hand, and the appetites and desires
on the other. A person in the grips of an addiction has lost this battle
entirely: “Master of puppets, I’m pulling your strings / Twisting your
mind and smashing your dreams / Blinded by me, you can’t see a thing /
Just call my name, ’cause I’ll hear you scream.” While the addict often
knows how she should act (and perhaps even wishes that she could
act otherwise), she finds herself incapable of overcoming her desires.
The ease with which people relapse into their addictions demon-
strates the grip our desires can have on us. But we need not have ever
suffered from an addiction to know how difficult it can sometimes 
be to keep our desires in check. All of us are susceptible to weakness
of will, in which our desires lead us to act in regrettable ways.

The problem with highly emotional art, Plato argued, is that it stirs
the passions, thereby undermining some of the control our reason has
over our nonrational desires. This is especially problematic when the
passions aroused by art are negative. There are at least two ways this
can happen. First, artworks can be about certain topics that elicit
strong emotional responses. To consider just a few examples, the title
song of . . . And Justice for All concerns corruption in the legal system.
Reflecting on such corruption can arouse strong feelings of indigna-
tion and impotent rage: “Justice is lost / Justice is raped / Justice is
gone / Pulling your strings / Justice is done / Seeking no truth / Winning
is all / Find it so grim, so true, so real.” Prosecutors and defense attor-
neys often seem less interested in seeking the truth than in winning
debates. Further, as many high-profile cases have suggested, and as
illustrated by the album’s cover art, money too often determines 
the quality of legal representation one gets and, ultimately, strongly
influences the likelihood that the accused will be acquitted. Focusing
too much on these injustices, especially when the focus is emotionally
charged, can cause us to overlook the merits of our justice system.
Despite its problems, our system works very well.

The same general point can be made about “Unforgiven,” which
expresses strong feelings of resentment over a life ruled by the
imposed values of others: “They dedicate their lives / To running all
of his / He tries to please them all / This bitter man he is / Throughout
his life the same / He’s battled constantly / This fight he cannot win /
A tired man they see no longer cares / The old man then prepares / To
die regretfully / That old man here is me.” Most all of us, at some
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time in our lives, feel compelled to conform to others’ expectations,
whether in our schooling, our jobs, or our relationships. At times, this
feeling can be overwhelming, to the point of leading to an existential
crisis. At the extreme, these rules can crush the individual’s spirit and
lead to bitterness and the feeling that we have wasted our lives. But
again, while this might in some cases be a valid complaint, it doesn’t
tell the whole story. At their best, social norms can provide the struc-
ture necessary for human flourishing, and when people reject them
entirely they generally end up feeling alienated from society, which
leads to its own form of bitterness. The point is, a primarily emotion-
based attitude towards social norms and influences, promoted by
songs like “Unforgiven,” can blind us to a more tempered, reason-
based perspective.

Music can also stir our passions more directly. Consider in more
detail the sorts of physical responses we might have when a song like
“Enter Sandman” starts playing on the radio. In addition to the 
more “internal” bodily responses like adrenaline flow, there are also
more “external” responses. Perhaps our brows furrow into a scowl,
our teeth clench, and our feet start tapping to the beat. We certainly 
don’t sink back into our chairs and enter a state of serenity. The signi-
ficance of these responses is that our felt emotions are strongly tied 
to our bodily states. Psychologists and philosophers disagree about
whether emotions cause our bodily states or vice versa (or perhaps
both), but no one denies that there is a link between them. Think
about going through a meditative exercise in which you relax your
forehead, your eyes, your jaw, your shoulders, your hands, your
stomach, and finally your legs. Then imagine feeling rage while in 
this state. You can’t. The emotion is entirely incompatible with your
physical state. Conversely, listening to Metallica may cause adrenaline
to pump and brows to furrow, putting us in more intense moods and
making us more prone to feel anger, resentment, and so on.

Given that Metallica has the power to elicit strong (negative) emo-
tions, we can still rightly ask why this is a problem morally. Plato 
reasoned that the emotions produced by experiencing certain kinds of
art can spill over into our private lives. In short, listening to music full
of anger and resentment makes us angry and resentful—“Then the
unnamed feeling / It comes alive / Then the unnamed feeling / Takes
me away.” While we might value the music for the way it makes us
feel, Plato warns that we are causing ourselves harm in listening to it,
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since angry and resentful feelings are harmful not only to the person
experiencing them, but also to those who have to deal with behaviors
borne of anger and resentment—“Blood follows blood and we make
sure / Life ain’t for you and we’re the cure.”

In short, music that arouses negative emotions can harm our moral
character.

At this point, many Metallica fans are probably scratching their
heads, thinking, “Other than some lingering resentment over Load
and ReLoad, I haven’t suffered any emotional or moral harm from
listening to Metallica. If anything, listening to Metallica has benefited
me by purging me of negative emotions.” This insight is at the core 
of Aristotle’s argument. Like Plato, Aristotle believed that our psy-
chologies have both rational and non-rational elements. Also, like
Plato, Aristotle argued that the human good is promoted in part by
reason controlling our non-rational passions and appetites. Consider,
for example, the emotion of anger. If we allow ourselves to be con-
sumed by anger, we suffer in a variety of ways. Not only do we dam-
age our relationships with others, but we also damage our health.
Recognizing this, we might be tempted to suppress our anger altogether,
as the ancient stoics would have advised. But too little anger is also
unhealthy. Bottling up anger can cause just as many health problems
(physical and psychological) as can expressing anger too freely. Thus,
Aristotle advised, we must seek a midpoint between the extremes of
feeling too little and too much anger, for it is at this midpoint that 
we find moral virtue; it is at this midpoint that our anger becomes
healthy.4

Because the arts arouse many different kinds of emotions, they 
can play a central role in the development of moral virtue. Aristotle
believed tragic theater was especially useful in this regard, because of
its ability to arouse the emotions of pity and fear. Neither of these
emotions is healthy, especially when experienced over an extended
period. But, in getting us to experience pity and fear in an artificial
setting, tragedies have the effect of purging the emotions and making

4 Aristotle defines moral virtue as “a state that decides, consisting in a mean, the mean
relative to us, which is defined by reference to reason, that is to say, to the reason by
reference to which the prudent person would define it. It is a mean between two vices,
one of excess and one of deficiency.” See his Nicomachean Ethics, 2nd edn., trans.
Terence Irwin (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing, 1999), 1107a.
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us less likely to experience them in real life. While Metallica’s songs
are not strictly speaking tragedies, they can arouse many of the same
feelings. The clearest example of this is “One,” which deals with the
horrific aftermath of war: “Darkness imprisoning me / All that I see /
Absolute horror / I cannot live / I cannot die / Trapped in myself /
Body my holding cell / Landmine has taken my sight / Taken my
speech / Taken my hearing / Taken my arms / Taken my legs / Taken
my soul / Left me with life in hell.” The “absolute horror” of being in
this situation is almost too much to contemplate. We cannot help 
but feel pity for the person suffering this fate, as well as fear at the
thought of someday being in a similar position (whether because 
of an accident, a crippling disease, or some other cause). But it is
through facing this possibility that we can deal with our pity and 
fear and face up to the tragic realities that we all inevitably confront.
Against Plato, then, who worried that the arousal of strong emotions
by art is corrupting, Aristotle argued that such arousal is healthy,
because it has the effect of purging us of negative emotions.

In the Politics, Aristotle widens his analysis of potentially beneficial
art to include “wild and restless music.”5 Aristotle recognized that
many forms of music produce a strong physical reaction. This, in turn,
provides a strong emotional response that allows the hearer to be
“calmed and restored as if they had undergone a medical or purga-
tive treatment.”6 I would venture that nearly all of us have had this
experience, especially when dealing with difficult periods in our lives.
For example, when dealing with breakups, we often turn to a favorite
song or album to help us work through the emotional aftermath:
“And my ties are severed clean / The less I have, the more I gain / Off
the beaten path I reign / Rover, wanderer / Nomad, vagabond / Call
me what you will.” We are instinctively drawn to such music, because
of the emotions it elicits. By arousing our anger, our anguish, or our
resentment, music helps us deal with our emotions and get over them
sooner. The purpose of this exercise is not to beat us into insensibility,
but to return us to a more balanced and healthy emotional state. The

5 S.H. Butcher, Aristotle’s Theory of Poetry and Fine Art, 4th edn. (London: Macmillan,
1907), p. 248. In this work, Butcher carefully compares Aristotle’s treatment of cathar-
sis as it appears in both the Poetics and the Politics.
6 Aristotle, Politics, ed. & trans. Ernest Barker (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1946), 1342a10.
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process is like recovering from a physical ailment, as when we wake
up feeling healthy after a long bout with the flu. We don’t feel
drained, but even more robust and fully alive than usual.

The cathartic effect of experiencing strong emotions has not only
physical, but also moral benefits. In Aristotle’s terms, art can help us
become more virtuous. Consider James Hetfield’s thoughts on the
value of writing “St. Anger” while going through alcohol rehabilitation.
In a variety of interviews, Hetfield suggested that his struggles with
unresolved anger contributed to his addiction. By writing “St. Anger”
he was able to express these emotions and purge himself of them, thus
allowing him to achieve a healthier emotional state. In effect, art can
become a powerful ally of reason in controlling certain of our desires
and passions; in other words, it helps us develop moral virtue.

As with most philosophical debates, what makes the one we have
been considering so difficult to resolve is that both sides seem to have
some intuitive backing. On the one hand, listening to hard rock does
seem to have the potential to encourage destructive behavior. Not
surprisingly, researchers have found a correlation between listening
to rock music and certain adolescent behavioral problems, includ-
ing a greater likelihood to do drugs, have sex, and perform poorly in
school.7 Correlation, however, is not causation. While listening to
hard rock might contribute to behavioral problems, it could also be
that at-risk adolescents are drawn to this music precisely because 
(à la Aristotle) it helps them deal with their preexisting issues. In
short, the emotional effects of listening to rock music are complex,
and the overall moral consequences of experiencing these emotions
have yet to be fully demonstrated.

Do You Feel What I Feel? 
Metallica, Empathy, and Morality

Consider for a moment what it’s like to attend a Metallica concert.
The audience gets whipped into a frenzy and soon starts feeding off

7 Kevin J. Took and David S. Weiss, “The Relationship between Heavy Metal 
and Rap Music and Adolescent Turmoil: Real or Artifact?” Adolescence 29 (1994):
613–21.
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its own energy; fans sing in unison with their favorite songs and
chant raucously between them. In sum, the emotions of the audience
are contagious, to an almost irresistible degree. The performers can
also get caught up in the emotion of the performance. In the liner
notes to S&M, it’s reported that members of the San Francisco
Symphony regretted not bringing a change of clothes for inter-
mission. This capacity to “catch” the emotions of others (that is, to
empathize with them) is a necessary component of morality, and it
plays an especially useful role in our moral development. In light of
this, many philosophers have argued that art has the ability to help 
us grow morally, precisely when it helps us refine our empathic 
abilities. This line of reasoning can be extended to at least some of
Metallica’s music.

The economist and moral philosopher Adam Smith (1723–90) devel-
oped what is arguably the most subtle and sophisticated empathy-
based moral theory in the western canon. One aspect of his theory
that is particularly instructive is the recognition that empathy can
arise in a variety of ways. At the most basic cognitive level, we can
“catch” the emotions of others directly and effortlessly. So again,
consider the experience of attending a Metallica concert. You are 
surrounded by people who are excited, pumped, and full of energy.
While it’s not impossible to resist feeling these things yourself, it is
difficult. (By way of comparison, imagine being the only person in an
auditorium, with Metallica playing on stage. While you’d almost 
certainly enjoy the performance, you would not get nearly as riled up
as if the auditorium were full of like-minded fans.)

A more cognitively complex form of empathy involves imagina-
tively placing ourselves in others’ situations. As discussed, “One”
details the plight of someone seriously injured by a landmine, with
nothing left to experience but his own thoughts: “Now the world 
is gone, I’m just one / Oh God, help me hold my breath as I wish for
death / Oh please God, help me.” It’s not merely the lyrics that arouse
our passions, but the imaginative exercise of placing ourselves in his
situation and considering what such an existence would be like.
Similarly, “Master of Puppets” vividly illustrates the helpless feeling
of being caught in an addiction: “I will occupy / I will help you die / 
I will run through you / Now I rule you, too.” By placing ourselves 
in the position of the addict, we can’t help but feel his pain, fear, 
and sense of helplessness.
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Granting that at least some Metallica songs lead us to place our-
selves imaginatively in others’ situations, the next question is why
this is morally significant. After all, some moral traditions treat acting
morally as simply following a set of fixed rules. The great German
philosopher Immanuel Kant (1724–1804), for example, argued that
we are bound by a set of inviolable duties, including the duty never 
to commit suicide. While the commitment to preserve our own lives
certainly counts among our most central values, we can nevertheless
question whether we are always bound by it. This is where a song like
“One” becomes instructive. Where, we might ask, is the value of a
life when the body becomes a “holding cell”? Perhaps it is not life 
as such that we value, but a life in which certain kinds of experiences
are possible (having meaningful relationships, engaging in significant
projects, and so on). The narrator of “One” has been utterly and per-
manently deprived of such experiences. We cannot help but contem-
plate what it might be like to live in such a state for, say, decades. I
leave it to the reader to decide which of these competing values—life
itself or quality of life—should be given priority in our moral delibera-
tions.8 The point is that our capacity to empathize with others is what
allows us to perceive such a conflict in the first place, for again, few if
any of us will ever find ourselves in a situation as dire as the soldier in
“One.” It takes an act of imaginative empathy to know what such a
situation would be like and, from there, to weigh our values against
one another.

Art can also be morally instructive when deliberating about more
abstract issues, like war. Western culture has a very powerful mythology
glorifying war, a mythology that artists continually try to counter.
Several of Metallica’s songs take up this issue. “For Whom the Bell
Tolls” illustrates how the conditions under which soldiers must fight
are often intolerable: “Make his fight on the hill in the early day /
Constant chill deep inside.” The purpose of war is often vague at best
and seemingly trivial at worst: “For a hill, men would kill. Why?
They do not know.” And the sacrifice of war is ultimate: “Take a
look to the sky just before you die / It’s the last time he will.” This last
point is made even more powerfully in “Disposable Heroes,” which
opens with the observation that being a soldier is not a game: “Bodies

8 See Jason Eberl’s essay, “Living and Dying as One: Suffering and the Ethics of
Euthanasia,” chapter 12 in this volume.
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fill the fields I see, hungry heroes end / No one to play soldier now, no
one to pretend / Running blind through killing fields, bred to kill them
all / Victim of what said should be, a servant ’til I fall.” Of course, the
same points can be made in dry, academic prose, but they wouldn’t
have the same effect as when they’re presented through the medium
of art. Our moral reasoning is facilitated when we have vivid examples
to contemplate, through the exercise of imaginative empathy.

One of the central worries here is that emotionally charged art might
actually blind us to the inviolable nature of certain moral principles.
Following Kant, one might argue that suicide is always wrong and
that artists like Metallica undermine the validity of this principle,
thus leading some people to commit seriously immoral actions. This
argument works only if moral principles have universal validity, 
independent of our empathic capacities. Adam Smith challenges this
idea, arguing instead that moral principles are mere generalizations
that we form, to express what we learn through empathizing with
others:

[The general rules of morality] are ultimately founded upon experience
of what, in particular instances, our moral faculties, our natural sense of
merit and propriety, approve, or disapprove of. We do not originally
approve or condemn particular actions; because, upon examination,
they appear to be agreeable or inconsistent with a certain general rule.
The general rule, on the contrary, is formed, by finding from experience,
that all actions of a certain kind, or circumstanced in a certain manner,
are approved or disapproved of.9

In other words, we form the principle that suicide is wrong, by gen-
eralizing from tragic cases of suicide (as when teenagers commit 
suicide because their problems seem overwhelming). The mistake we
make is treating this principle as if it admits of no exceptions. The
artist, through pieces like “One,” leads us back to the particular case
and asks us to consider whether our principles have the universal
validity that we originally assumed. Of course, after much delibera-
tion, we might conclude that the principle does in fact have universal
validity, but this is not something that we determine independent of 

9 Adam Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, ed. D.D. Raphael and A.L. Macfie
(Indianapolis: Liberty Classics, 1976), p. 159.
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a close examination of particular cases. It is precisely these cases that
the artist can present to us so vividly.

What, then, can we conclude about the moral value of Metallica’s
music? In light of our discussion, it is decidedly mixed. Insofar as it
has the potential to arouse negative emotions that lead to destructive
behavior, it is morally damaging. Insofar as it helps purge us of destruc-
tive emotions, it is morally beneficial. And, insofar as it engages our
imaginative empathy and gets us to think more clearly and deeply
about controversial issues, it is morally edifying. So, while Metallica
is unquestionably a monster of a rock band, it is far from obvious
that they are some kind of monster.
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Because they are restless seekers, not content to think and sound the
same, Metallica has changed, James Hetfield has changed, not just
musically but personally. As the lead singer, chief riff writer, and main
lyricist, Hetfield is the band member fans most readily identify with.
His struggle is our struggle, his virtues and vices our own.

Virtues are character traits that make a person a good person. We
typically think of patience, self-control, and honesty as virtues, but
power, well-placed aggression, and even manipulation can be virtues,
according to some accounts.1 Hetfield’s lyrics and biography suggest
that he has journeyed through three different sets of virtues.2 The
journey—the search—begins in Hetfield’s youth with the rejection of

1 In the history of western philosophy, the concept of virtue can be traced back to
Plato and Aristotle. See Plato, The Republic of Plato, trans. by Allan Bloom (New
York: Basic Books, 1991); Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, trans. by Terence Irwin
(Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing, 1999). For a more recent account of the import-
ance of the virtuous life, see Alasdair MacIntyre, After Virtue (Notre Dame, IN:
Notre Dame Press, 1981). Plato, Aristotle, and MacIntyre view virtue in the more tra-
ditional “goody two-shoes” way; however, as we will see, there are alternate accounts
of the virtuous life given by thinkers such as Friedrich Nietzsche, Thomas Hobbes,
and Niccolò Machiavelli.
2 I recognize that the narrators of Hetfield’s songs cannot always be identified with
their lyricist, but still they often provide a glimpse of his psyche. Also, let’s note that
these different sets of virtues overlap to some extent. For our purposes, though, we’ll
focus on their differences.

THIS SEARCH GOES ON 
Christian, Warrior, Buddhist

WILLIAM IRWIN
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Christian virtues enforced by family. In their place come warrior virtues
adopted in adolescence and adulthood, which—fueled by alcohol—
finally failed. The result is, perhaps unwittingly, the acceptance of
Buddhist virtues.

The God That Failed: 
Rejecting Christian Virtues

Pride, envy, gluttony, lust, anger, greed, and sloth are the Seven Deadly
Sins. To get a sense of Christian virtues, consider the opposites of the
Seven Deadly Sins: humility, benevolence, temperance, chastity, kind-
ness, generosity, and diligence. Also, think of Jesus’ Sermon on the
Mount (Matthew 5:1–7:28), which highlights such Christian virtues as
meekness, mercy, love of enemies, peacemaking, acceptance of per-
secution, refusal to judge, and forgiveness (“turn the other cheek”).3

Christian virtues constitute part of what the German philosopher
Friedrich Nietzsche (1844–1900) called the slave morality—a world-
denying morality for those too timid to grab life by the balls. Not meant
to liberate a person from earthly suffering, Christian virtues merely
help a person endure it. Such virtues thus appeal to the downtrodden,
to people who lack worldly power, who are willing to inject what
Karl Marx (1818–83) called the opium of the masses (aka religion).

In rejecting the slave morality, Nietzsche famously proclaimed that
“God is dead.” Not so much a statement of atheism as a diagnosis of
disease, this declaration means that belief in the God of Christianity
has become worn out, practically impossible, dead—like a party with
only three frat boys and some stale beer. Christian virtues have no
transcendental home (they’re not written in stone in some heavenly
realm because there is no such thing as a heavenly realm), and they

3 Christianity, specifically Catholicism, espouses Four Cardinal Virtues (wisdom,
fortitude, temperance, and justice), Three Theological Virtues (faith, hope, and charity),
and Five Intellectual Virtues (wisdom, science, understanding, prudence, and art).
While these are certainly all important Christian virtues, a better sense of the set of
Christian virtues can be gleaned from considering the Sermon on the Mount and the
opposites of the Seven Deadly Sins.
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4 For an explanation of the theology and philosophy behind Christian Science, com-
plete with criticisms, see Linda Kramer, The Religion That Kills: Christian Science: Abuse,
Neglect, and Mind Control (Louisville, KY: Huntington House Publishers, 2000).
5 A very different set of warrior virtues is espoused in the Bhagavad Gita, chapter 2.
In this Hindu sacred text, obedience and conformity to duty are seen as virtues of the
warrior. See Bhagavad Gita, trans. by Stephen Mitchell (New York: Three Rivers Press,
2000). Another prominent warrior code in the East is that of the Samurai. The Samurai
are closer to the western ideal of the warrior than is the ideal offered in the Bhagavad
Gita. See, for example, Yamamoto Tsunetomo, Hagakure: The Book of the Samurai,
trans. by William Scott Wilson (Tokyo: Kodansha International, 2002).

benefit only the weak. Though it will be difficult and painful, we are
better off burying “the God that Failed” and moving on.

Of course, the young James Hetfield could identify with this senti-
ment even if he never read Nietzsche or Marx. Hetfield was raised 
in the tradition of the Church of Christ, Scientist (also known as the
Christian Science church), which, in addition to preaching traditional
Christian virtues, forbids the practice of medicine. Bizarrely, in Christian
Science medicine is forbidden because it wouldn’t do any good in
healing the body anyway. According to this church’s doctrines, the
body is really an illusory cage for the soul and, if someone is sick, 
all one can do is pray that God will heal the sick person. Whether a
person lives or dies—sick or not—is totally in the hands of God. Add
to this the idea that what is most important is your soul and what will
happen to it in the life to come, and we can see why the Church of
Christ, Scientist would seem dogmatic and world-denying. It’s no
wonder that Hetfield rejected the religion of his upbringing and, with
it, many of the virtues it held dear.4

“So gather ’round young warriors now . . .”

But where do you turn once you’ve rejected the Christian virtues 
of your upbringing? One possibility is to adopt warrior virtues.
Historically, warrior virtues arise out of warrior castes and classes
and are most often associated with ancient civilizations and nomadic
tribes.5 Before Christianity, the Greeks and Romans looked upon their
warriors with great admiration for their display of virtues such as
courage, strength, and honor. Think of Achilles from Homer’s Iliad,
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played by Brad Pitt in Troy. Think of Schwarzenegger’s Conan the
Barbarian, who offers us a glimpse at a life governed by unrefined
warrior virtues. Asked what is best in life, Conan responds: “To
crush your enemies, to see them driven before you, and to hear the
lamentation of their women.” Here Conan echoes a quote attributed
to the great conqueror Genghis Khan (ca. 1162–1227): “The greatest
pleasure is to vanquish your enemies and chase them before you, 
to rob them of their wealth and see those dear to them bathed in
tears, to ride their horses and clasp to your bosom their wives and
daughters.”

Although the word virtue can have a rather feminine connotation
these days, as it is readily associated with such Christian virtues as
meekness and chastity, the English word virtue is rooted in the war-
rior, coming from the Latin word virtus, meaning “manliness” (from
the root word vir, man, as in “virile”).6 Surely this fits Hetfield, who
hunts with Ted Nugent, watches old Western movies, and gets greasy
with classic cars and custom bikes. He’s indisputably a man’s man, 
a warrior—not some pretty boy, politically correct rock star.

The warrior virtues get plenty of play in Metallica’s music. Consider
these: courage (“bloody, but never cry submission”), hardness of heart
(“No remorse is the one command”), self-sufficiency (“by myself but
not alone / I ask no one”), proper pride (“I have stripped of all but
pride / so in her I do confide / and she keeps me satisfied / gives me all
I need”), aggressiveness (“pounding out aggression”), physical strength
and health (“move swift all senses clean”), individuality (“following
our instinct, not a trend / go against the grain until the end”), per-
severance and endurance (“We will never stop / we will never quit /
’cause we are Metallica”), honor (“dying on your feet for honesty”),
loyalty (“We are as one as we all are the same / fighting for one
cause”), and emotional control (“I adapt to the unknown”). But it’s
not just the lyrics; the music itself reinforces the warrior virtues, par-
ticularly aggressiveness and individuality.

6 Consider the manly warrior kinds of virtues associated with the Brothers Grimm
fairy tale entitled “Iron John.” See Robert Bly, Iron John: A Book About Men (New
York: Vintage Books, 1992). On the topic of manliness, see also Harvey Mansfield,
Manliness (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2006) and Judith Grant, “Bring
the Noise: Hypermasculinity in Heavy Metal and Rap,” Journal of Social Philosophy
27 (1996), pp. 5–30.
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7 See Hobbes’ account of the state of nature in Leviathan, ed. by C.B. MacPherson
(New York: Penguin, 1982). Hobbes’ conception of virtue is similar to Nietzsche’s 
in many ways, as both thinkers view deception, craftiness, and power as qualities a
person must cultivate so as to survive and flourish in this world.
8 Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra (New York: Penguin, 1966), p. 13. Here
I have altered Walter Kaufmann’s translation. Interestingly, in Zarathustra Nietzsche
details three stages of life—not unlike the three sets of virtues we are discussing—the
camel, the lion, and the child.

With songs including “Metal Militia,” “Phantom Lord,” “No
Remorse,” “Seek and Destroy,” and “The Four Horsemen,” Kill ’Em All
is a pure celebration of warrior virtues. Using the imagery of the 
warrior to represent adolescent, existential crisis and rebellion, the
message is clear: life is war, “war without end.” Life is a struggle 
with no God or guardian angel looking out for you (“I know I’m my
best friend”). Only the strong survive. For Metallica, like-minded
individuals can choose—not be forced—to join together in a “metal
militia.” And they can un-choose that membership as well. There are
no uniforms, just “your leathers and your spikes.” The causes are not
noble, just doing a little senseless destruction in the kill-or-be-killed
world in which life, as Thomas Hobbes (1588–1679) said, is “solit-
ary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.”7

The struggle is not to be taken literally of course. Kill ’Em All 
was unparalleled in its appeal to angry, alienated, suburban, white
teenage males (like myself) for whom life was a struggle despite 
having no real war to fight and dwelling in seemingly comfortable 
circumstances. Rather than simply accept that life sucks and fade to
black, we took up the fight against whoever, whatever. As we saw it,
war is hell, and life itself is war.

The kill ’em all lifestyle calls to mind Nietzsche’s “transvaluation of
all values.” Declaring that “God is dead” and finding the virtues of
Christianity poisonous, Nietzsche advocated a new morality. Our new
resolution and commandment, as Nietzsche’s Zarathustra puts it, is
“Stay true to the earth.”8 For Nietzsche, an action is good if it is done
out of strength and bad if it is done out of weakness. So “scanning
the scene in the city tonight / looking for you to start up the fight” is
good if it is done out of strength, a feeling of power. “Remorse for the
helpless one” is bad because it arises out of weakness. The warrior
must be emotionally tough, immune to feelings of pity and remorse.
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Life, as Nietzsche sees it, is governed by the “will to power,” the
innate drive to gain and express power. Getting shit-faced and caus-
ing some senseless destruction is one, unrefined, way to exercise the
will to power, but ultimately a more fulfilling way might be to rule 
a country, make billions like Bill Gates, become a movie star, or even
make music that unites musicians and listeners. The aggressive thrash
of Kill ’Em All is nothing if not an expression of power, a creative 
act to be shared with an audience, “when our fans start screaming /
it’s right.”9

But while one’s own power is to be expressed and celebrated, the
power of others is to be watched and suspected. And so beginning
with Ride the Lightning and Master of Puppets the lyrics become 
at times critical of literal war, reflecting on the abuse of the indi-
vidual warrior by those in power. “For Whom the Bell Tolls” and
“Disposable Heroes” portray individuals who are pawns in the games
played by powerful war pigs. In a war he did not choose to fight the
warrior kills for reasons he is not privy to. “Shouting gun, on they
run through the endless gray / On the fight, for they are right, yes, 
but who’s to say? / For a hill men would kill, why? They do not
know.” The warrior obeys the commands of those who care not 
for him—“Back to the front / you will do what I say, when I say /
Back to the front / you will die when I say, you must die”—and 
to whom his death matters not—“Soldier boy, made of clay / now 
an empty shell / twenty-one, only son / but he served us well.” Still
worse, “One” from the Justice album, shows the unfortunate results
of a soldier not lucky enough to die in battle, whose catastrophic
injuries and disabilities leave him as nothing but “a wartime novelty.”

Metallica’s warrior virtues have a kinship with Stallone’s Rambo,
who justifies his actions by the principle of “first blood.” The other
side drew first blood and so retaliation is justified: “never begins it,
never, but once engaged . . . / never surrenders, showing the fangs of
rage.” (If two wrongs don’t make a right, what does?) Rambo was
misused as a soldier. After fighting an unjust war in Vietnam he
returned to be mistreated as a veteran. Rambo remains a warrior in
his virtues, though opposed to unjust wars and suspicious of the 
government. Similarly, Metallica consistently espouse warrior virtues

9 See Rachael Sotos, “Metallica’s Existential Freedom: From We to I and Back
Again,” chapter 8 in this volume.
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10 Unlike many rock stars and celebrities, Hetfield wisely has avoided public declara-
tions on particular wars, and on social issues in general. Although he has said it was
sad and absurd to subject Iraqi prisoners of war to listen to Metallica, during a radio
interview with NPR’s Terry Gross of Fresh Air, Hetfield managed to joke about it,
saying: “We’ve been punishing our parents, our wives, our loved ones with this music
forever . . . Why should the Iraqis be any different?” See the newspaper article written
by Lane DeGregory, “Iraq ’n Roll,” St. Petersburg Times, November 21, 2004.
11 “Don’t Tread on Me” is not a pro-war anthem, and its writing preceded and 
was in no way related to the first Gulf War. Rather, the song celebrates the warrior
virtues of honor, courage, freedom, and perseverance symbolized by the flag of the
Minutemen of Culpepper County, Virginia.

even while being highly critical of the loss of life and liberty due to
the abuse of military and governmental power.

Still, Metallica are not whiney rock stars, wearing their convictions
on their sleeves and shouting them from the stage.10 And most of their
anti-war songs are not overtly political. “Fight Fire with Fire,” for
example, features no holier-than-thou criticism of those making the
decisions that lead to tragedy. Rather, the sad outcome simply seems
the inevitable result of the warrior virtue of revenge in an absurd
world. “Do unto others as they have done unto you / But what the
hell is this world coming to? / Blow the universe into nothingness /
Nuclear warfare shall lay us to rest.”

“Blackened” is most often interpreted as a song about environmen-
tal abuse, but certain lines—“winter it will send”; “millions of our
years in minutes disappear”—suggest themes of nuclear fear, echoing
“Fight Fire with Fire.” Indeed, “Fire to begin whipping dance of the
dead” readily suggests helpless hordes fleeing the fallout of a nuclear
winter. While conveying horror and disapproval, Metallica nonethe-
less makes something tragic sound cool. The only condemnation is of
“the outcome of hypocrisy,” a fault for sure, but one we are all guilty
of to varying degrees. The nuclear “fire” is perhaps just the inevitable
result of the warrior virtues, which Metallica, after all, share with the
warlords.

Despite discussion of literal war, Metallica’s emphasis has remained
on the metaphorical battle, the struggle within. It’s better to choose
your own war—to be a vigilante member of the metal militia or Dam-
age, Inc.—than to be the victim of someone else’s. We need to be on
guard and ready to fight in the defense of personal liberty. As “Don’t
Tread on Me” instructs, “To secure peace is to prepare for war.”11
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Still, we shouldn’t too quickly conclude that Metallica accepts 
and embodies all of the warrior virtues. “Man should be educated for
war, and woman for the recreation of the warrior; all else is folly”
(Zarathustra, p. 66). Thus speaks Nietzsche’s character, Zarathustra.
Indeed, sexual potency is often classed among the warrior virtues,
but, because it is a rock and roll cliché, it gets little play by Metallica.
Only the Nick Cave cover-song “Loverman” expresses it. While James
and Lars have been known to frequent strip clubs, Metallica’s lyrics
are completely without the usual bullshit about fast women and fast
cars (except “Fuel”). Metallica is noteworthy among metal bands for
their lack of sleaziness and misogyny, recognizing that in life’s war, 
as in Plato’s Republic, men and women alike must wield the blade.
Neither Plato nor Metallica are overt feminists, but both recognize
that women too can “kick some ass tonight.”

And kicking ass means facing the enemy head on. Craftiness—the
trickery and deceit of one’s enemies that Nicolò Machiavelli (1469–
1527) advocated—is often classed among the warrior virtues.12 Think
of the Trojan horse trick by which the Greeks finally penetrated 
the walls of Troy. But craftiness is not a virtue Metallica endorses.
Instead, they stand for a kind of death before dishonor, “dying on
your feet for honesty.” For Metallica at least, honesty is a warrior
virtue. Indeed, “Honesty is my only excuse” and “When a man lies
he murders / some part of the world.”13

Metallica also lacks a further warrior virtue (particularly prior to
St. Anger): emotional control. In western culture this virtue is most
associated with stoicism, the philosophy that counsels self-control,
detachment, and acceptance of one’s fate. Clearly, there’s not much
stoicism in Metallica.14 Instead, there’s a lot of acting out of emo-
tion; the warrior pounds out his aggression. But with Load/Re-Load
Hetfield’s lyrics become introspective and critical of an inability to

12 Machiavelli’s most famous work is a kind of rulebook for craftiness, The Prince,
trans. by William Connell (New York: Bedford/St. Martin’s Press, 2004).
13 Apropos of our warrior theme, this line is actually lifted from the movie Excalibur
in which Merlin says it to King Arthur.
14 Stoicism in western philosophy can be traced back to Zeno of Citium in Cyprus
(344–262 bce). For discussions of the philosophy of Stoicism, see Brad Inwood (ed.),
The Cambridge Companion to the Stoics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2003). Metallica has fleeting moments of stoicism in songs like “Escape” and “Wherever
I May Roam.”
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15 The “life is war” metaphor largely drops out for the loads. But “Where the Wild
Things Are” with its “toy soldiers off to war” wonders whether the fate of a child 
will be “life is war,” whether this earth will “keep you clean or stained through.” Its
military drum beat and cry of “never surrender” add to the martial mood.
16 I leave it an open question whether the life of the warrior virtues can succeed if it
is supplemented with stoicism. For further consideration, see Nancy Sherman, Stoic
Warriors: The Ancient Philosophy Behind the Military Mind (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2005).

manage emotions.15 Consider “King Nothing’s” self-destructive
desire for control and the pointlessness of feeling bad for “Poor Old
Twisted Me.” Consider too the dawning realization of the futility 
of warrior virtues expressed by the sentiment “won’t waste my hate
on you.”

Warrior virtues can only succeed with a healthy dose of stoicism,
and stoicism itself will fail without a deep trust in fate. Yet stoicism
and trust in fate are precisely what Metallica lack. Hetfield and 
company are driven by engaged emotions, not detached reason and
spiritual acceptance. Without stoicism the life of the warrior virtues
leads to nihilism—a belief in nothing anchored nowhere—and the
inability to relieve one’s own suffering or the suffering of others.16

Looking outward for a fight is just a distraction. The warrior virtues
don’t relieve the suffering within. The lyrics on St. Anger reflect this
defeat, this inability to overcome suffering. Consider these lines from
“Frantic”: “I’ve worn out always being afraid / An endless stream of
fear that I’ve made / Treading water full of worry / This frantic tick
tick talk of hurry.” And these lines from “The Unnamed Feeling”: “I
just wanna get the fuck away from me / I rage, I glaze, I hurt, I hate /
I wanna hate it all away.”

The warrior lives by the code of an eye for an eye, which eventually
leaves everyone blind. Just consider the outcome of “Fight Fire with
Fire.” Warrior virtues are adopted to fill the void, the emptiness
inside, but warriors who don’t die young eventually find the void
swallows them whole. “My lifestyle determines my deathstyle.” With
time, the mental and emotional pain that comes from “dealing out
the agony within” is too much to bear. The warrior virtues lead to
self-destruction in the forms of addiction, madness, and despair. Sad
but true.
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Karmas Burning

If you’re Hetfield what do you do at this point? You’ve taken two
extreme paths. The life of the warrior virtues has taken its toll on
you, and you can’t go home again to Christian virtues. Christianity
had you on your knees, and St. Anger choked you. Where to go? 
The good news is that the Buddha can remove the thorn within.
Buddhism counsels taking the “middle way” with all things. And 
the middle way in this case is the mean between the extremes of the
Christian and warrior virtues. Buddhist virtues include wisdom,
kindness, compassion, and freedom from suffering.17

Although Kirk Hammett meditates and reads eastern philosophy,
I’m not suggesting that Metallica have become Buddhists, no more
than I’m suggesting that in the past they were actual warriors or
devoted readers of Nietzsche.18 Buddhism shares much in common
with stoicism and its disciplining of the emotions. But as Hetfield’s
lyrics have gradually moved with maturity from the raging reaction
of the warrior to the introspective reflection of the Buddhist, the
search for emotional control is now paired better with Buddhist
virtues than with the stoicism of warrior virtues.

There have been some surface-level Metalli-Buddha connections
from early on. Consider a too-little-known fact: Buddha denied the
existence of the gods and the soul. In opposition to the Hinduism of
his day, which believed in many gods and taught that enlightenment
could be achieved only after several lifetimes through reincarnation,
Buddha instead offered a teaching for achieving enlightenment, nirvana,
in this life. Similarly, Metallica has looked to this life and stayed true
to the earth. For some of their peers—notably Venom, Slayer, and
Exodus—rejection of Christian virtues took the form of a cartoonish
advocacy of Satanic virtues. Metallica, though, despite one campy
invitation to jump in the fire, stayed true to the earth while avoiding
the silly satanic spirituality of the occult.

Believe it or not, Buddhists are instructed, “if you see the Buddha
on the road, kill the Buddha.” The message is simple. The historical

17 Traditionally, the four primary Buddhist virtues are love, compassion, sympath-
etic joy, and impartiality.
18 See The Metallica Interview in Playboy, April 2001, pp. 67–80, 164–5.
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19 See the chapter on Buddhism in Robert Ellwood and Barbara McGraw, Many
People, Many Faiths: Women and Men in the World’s Religions (Upper Saddle River,
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 2004).
20 David F. Smydra, Jr., “Zen and the Art of Slam Dancing: Buddhist Punks Find
Enlightenment in the Pit,” Boston Globe, September 19, 2004, www.boston.com/
news/globe/ideas/articles/2004/09/19/zen_and_the_art_of_slam_dancing?
21 Again, not literally, of course. May Dimebag Darrell rest in peace.
22 There are four noble truths. The third noble truth is that we can be liberated from
suffering. The fourth noble truth is that liberation requires following the eightfold
path: 1. right views 2. right thoughts 3. right speech 4. right action 5. right livelihood
6. right effort 7. right mindfulness and 8. right concentration.

Buddha was not a god, just an example of what we all can be. So 
the place to look for the Buddha is not outside, not “on the road” or
at some shrine. The Buddha is within.19 You too can achieve nirvana.
Similarly, early on at least, Metallica were not gods, not rock stars.
They were heavy metal fans playing in a heavy metal band. The punk
mantra “fuck your heroes” comes pretty close to suiting them.20 On
stage and off, Metallica wore the same clothes as their fans: jeans,
concert t-shirts, denim and leather jackets. They refused to make
videos for MTV; their music was a gift to fans they considered family.
They were not to be worshipped. In other words, if you see the rock
star on the stage, kill the rock star.21

The first noble truth of Buddhism is that “all life is suffering,” some-
thing Metallica has been painfully aware of from its earliest days.
“Life in the fast lane is just how it seems / hard and it is heavy / dirty
and mean.” The second noble truth, that desire (or craving) is the cause
of suffering, is something Metallica were dimly—but not fully—
aware of early on.22 Certainly, there was the anti-materialist mentality
of doing things on their own terms. They would not bow to MTV 
or commercial radio to make a buck. They stood against “halls of
justice painted green / money talking.” But sadly they did eventually
become rock stars with fast cars, Lear jets, and expensive houses and
divorces. Although Hetfield had once sung “Do you want what I
want? / Desire not a thing,” desire had in fact become the master 
of puppets. On Load the connection between suffering and desire
began to dawn, and it became an issue of real concern on St. Anger,
where there is more recognition of the need to detach from the self
and from desire.
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Compassion, ego deflation, and acceptance can potentially bring
freedom from suffering. These Buddhist virtues are also the virtues 
of recovery, as Hetfield has learned. Ego deflation and acceptance
begin to manifest in the lyrics of St. Anger. Consider the “Frantic”
mention of “karmas burning” and the realization that “My lifestyle
determines my deathstyle.” This wisdom was gained through painful
experience. Hetfield is aware of his unhealthy tendency to play the
tripartite role of judge, jury, and executioner (too) in “Dirty Window,”
a song that also displays an awareness of suffering from a false 
self-image—surely an occupational hazard. “All Within My Hands”
presents a self-mocking look at Hetfield’s need to control people and
situations: “Love is control / I’ll die if I let go . . . All within my hands
/ Squeeze it in, crush it down / All within my hands / Hold it dear,
hold it suffocate.” “I will only let you breathe / My air that you
receive / Then we’ll see if I let you love me.” If he is wise and for-
tunate, the warrior turned Buddhist learns that life is not a war (not
even metaphorically) and paradoxically you must surrender to win.
You can’t swim against the current of the universe without being
pulled under.

We’ve seen wisdom and freedom from suffering develop on St. Anger,
but compassion and kindness are clearly undeveloped. Such virtues
involve more than just renouncing the “no remorse” approach to life.
They involve actively reaching out to alleviate the suffering of others.
In his personal life since St. Anger Hetfield shows signs of developing
in compassion and kindness, moving towards the Buddhist ideal, the
Bodhisattva, who, having eliminated his own suffering, seeks to ease
and eliminate the suffering of others. While Hetfield, like all of us, is
far from perfect and surely no Mother Teresa, his work with other
recovering alcoholics and addicts displays admirable compassion. 
On May 12, 2006 Hetfield received the Stevie Ray Vaughn Award 
for his “dedication and support of the MusiCares MAP Fund and his
devotion to helping other addicts with recovery process.” It’s tough
to imagine the warrior Hetfield of Kill ’Em All being honored for 
his service to others. But the Hetfield of today has moved from 
causing the suffering of others—most clearly his family—to alleviat-
ing the suffering of others.

So St. Anger begins to display some of the Buddhist virtues, and if
Hetfield sticks with his recovery, future albums will likely display
other Buddhist virtues as well. In “St. Anger” Hetfield sings “I want
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my anger to be healthy . . .” Of course, it would be better to have no
anger at all, but handling anger in a constructive way is at least a step
in the right direction. The warrior is not yet dead, as the “shoot me
again” mentality demonstrates, but Buddhism, like recovery, is a 
matter of progress not perfection.

Practicing warrior virtues does not necessarily make one a war-
rior, of course, no more than practicing Christian virtues necessarily
makes one a Christian. And so adopting Buddhist virtues does not
necessarily make Hetfield a Buddhist. Though Kirk becomes one with
the wave while surfing, reads Buddhist philosophy, and practices
meditation, we shouldn’t hold our breath waiting for Hetfield to start
contemplating his navel and chanting OM. As much as we identify
with him, Hetfield is no saint and surely he faces future challenges.
Still, for many of us, his journey is our journey. His life and lyrics
speak for our experience.

A Common Search?

While the journey from Christian, to warrior, to Buddhist makes
sense, there is nothing inevitable about it. One set of virtues does not
necessarily lead to the next, and I don’t mean to suggest that Hetfield
fits neatly into the categories. But this progression is one way of inter-
preting his journey, and Metallica’s, and one that is common to many
of us. Ultimately, I confess, Christian-Warrior-Buddhist is my story
too, a life-cycle I’ve lived and am living, a search that goes on.23

23 Metalli-thanks to Candice Alaimo, Rob Arp, Joanna Corwin, Jeff Dean, 
Robert Delfino, Jason Eberl, Bart Engelen, Peter Fosl, Rebecca Housel, Kyle Johnson,
Megan Lloyd, J.R. Lombardo, Thomas Nys, Rachael Sotos, Eileen Sweeney, and
Mark White.
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No words can tell of the loneliness and despair I found in that bitter
morass of self-pity. Quicksand stretched around me in all directions. 
I had met my match. I had been overwhelmed. Alcohol was my 
master.

Alcoholics Anonymous, p. 81

“Obey your master!” “Master!” Every true Metallica fan knows 
the chilling feeling of joining thousands in slavishly responding to
James Hetfield’s roaring call in concert. But what master is there 
to obey? Who or what is pulling our strings? The song “Master of
Puppets” does not refer to a tyrannical or war-mongering govern-
ment—as the Master of Puppets album cover might suggest—but
rather to the enslaving effects of drugs, the heroin with which we
“needlework the way” and the cocaine that makes you “chop your
breakfast on a mirror.”2

1 Alcoholics Anonymous: The Story of How Many Thousands of Men and Women
Have Recovered From Alcoholism, 3rd edn. (New York: Alcoholics Anonymous
World Services, 1976). Further references to this book are given parenthetically in the
body of the chapter as references to AA with page numbers.
2 In fact, the word “addiction” is derived from the Latin word addicere, which 
originally means “enslavement.” This is still clear in some languages, for example in
Dutch where “addiction” (verslaving) literally means “to turn into a slave.”

ALCOHOLICA
When Sweet Amber Becomes 

the Master of Puppets

BART ENGELEN
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Alcoholica

But Hetfield didn’t have a problem with—and perhaps never even
used—heroin and cocaine. As he says, “It’s pretty interesting, because
I’d be writing about stuff I’d never tried—heroin or cocaine . . . But
the stuff I was dealing with I wasn’t writing about.”3 So let’s focus on
the effects of alcohol, “Sweet Amber,” a drug as addictive as smack
and crack and much better known to Hetfield and co. “She deals in
habits, deals in pain / I run away but I’m back again.”

Metallica has always been associated with alcohol, whether it 
be the “sweet amber” of Samuel Adams and Jack Daniels or their
transparent cousins Smirnoff and Carnaby. Kirk Hammett explains:
“Alcohol was never an issue. We always had it around us and we
always had it around us in large amounts. When I first met these 
guys they were drinking vodka like it was water . . . It became part of 
our legend” (mtvICON). Metallica quickly gained a fitting nickname
among fans and journalists: Alcoholica. Lars Ulrich, no stranger to
the bottle himself, concedes Hetfield was the biggest drinker in the
band: “If me and James started drinking at the same time, six hours
of hard liquor later, I would be passed out. For quite a while, he was
embracing alcohol at a different level from the rest of us” (Playboy).

“Master of Puppets,” though written about drug addiction, can
shed some light on alcoholism. The lyrics clearly suggest addiction’s
pernicious effects on the ways otherwise rational individuals come 
to act, believe, and desire. So let’s consider how booze can turn a
rational person into a submissive puppet.

Alcoholism

“Master of Puppets” describes the gradual process in which an addic-
tion arises, grows, and dominates a person’s life. In the first verse,
Hetfield illustrates how the decision to take drugs (“taste me you will

3 See The mtvICON Interviews, May 2003, available online at www.mtv.com/onair/
icon/metallica/. Ulrich and Hammett have repeatedly stated they were into cocaine as
well, adding that “James is the only one who never really engaged in any kind of drug
abuse.” See The Metallica Interview, Playboy, April 2001, pp. 67–80, 164–5.
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see”) can induce a craving that gradually builds up (“more is all you
need”), becomes the dominating motivation within the addict (“you’re
dedicated to”), and ultimately leads to a life in ruins (“how I’m killing
you”). This process closely reflects the phases of alcoholism: initiation,
acceleration, maintenance, and relapse.4

Alcoholism, like other addictions, isn’t easy to define. There are,
however, a number of typical characteristics.5 A first characteristic is the
experience of pleasure. There’s no doubt that the boys in Metallica
have had lots of good times drinking. Hetfield claims he would often
“have a bottle of Vodka just for fun” (Playboy). A second characteristic
is the phenomenon of tolerance: as time passes the alcoholic needs
more booze to get the same effect: “more is all you need.” The third
and perhaps most important characteristic of alcoholism is a sense of
craving: a strong, visceral desire to achieve the pleasant and avoid the
unpleasant effects. But the unpleasant effects are inevitable.

Typically, an alcohol addiction builds up gradually. Initially, most
people simply seek the immediate pleasure of getting drunk and having
a good time. After a while, however, this leads to a progressive dete-
rioration. As the lyrics for “Harvester of Sorrow” suggest, booze can
also induce aggression: “Drink up / Shoot in / Let the beatings begin /
Distributor of pain / Your loss becomes my gain.” Hetfield himself
admits that his behavior while drinking caused a lot of suffering: “It
was ripping my family apart” (mtvICON). The alcoholic gets caught
in a vicious circle. As his problems pile up, he grabs the bottle in an
attempt to escape from his misery. Sigmund Freud (1856–1939),
father of psychoanalysis, thought drugs are often used to evade the
real world and its hardships. So the alcoholic prescribes his own cure
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4 Jon Elster, Strong Feelings: Emotion, Addiction and Human Behavior (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 1999), p. 115. While relapse doesn’t immediately correlate with the
life in ruins mentioned above, the addict’s difficulties with overcoming his addiction
do illustrate the devastating effects of an advanced addiction.
5 These characteristics come to the front in both the philosophical and clinical
attempts to define addiction. See Jon Elster and Ole-Jorgen Skog (eds.), Getting Hooked:
Rationality and Addiction (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), pp. 8–14.
In the Fourth Edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM-IV), the term “addiction” is replaced by “substance abuse” and “substance
dependence,” of which the latter comes very close to what one ordinarily labels addic-
tion. See Sharon C. Ekleberry (2000), Dual Diagnosis: Axis II Personality Disorders
and Addiction, available online at www.toad.net/~arcturus/dd/pdsa.htm.
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and self-medicates. Consider the lyrics for “Cure”: “He thinks the
answer is cold and in his hand / He takes his medicine / The man
takes another bullet / He’s been fooled again.” If we take the bullets
in “Cure” to be “Silver Bullets” (cans of Coors Lite, a beer Hetfield
was known to drink), Hetfield seems to describe this insidious cycle.
The cure is no better than the disease. In fact it is part of the disease
of alcoholism.

Negative withdrawal effects are a fourth characteristic of alcohol-
ism. Some alcoholics even get “the shakes,” trembling after a period
of abstinence. Consider the lyrics for “The House That Jack Built” in
which Hetfield seems to refer to Jack Daniels. “And I shake as I take
it in / Let the show begin / The higher you are, the farther you fall /
The longer you walk, the farther you crawl / My body, my temple /
This temple it tilts / Yes, this is the house that Jack built.” Indeed,
alcoholism had disastrous effects on Hetfield’s physical condition.
While his drinking may have been a good thing in some instances—if 
it wasn’t for the booze, “Master of Puppets” would probably have
never been written—it often held him back as well. As Hetfield says:
“The first time I played sober was because I just forgot to drink.
‘Damn,’ I thought, ‘I’m playing better’” (Playboy).

A final characteristic of alcoholism is difficulty in quitting. The
craving for alcohol is often so powerful that the alcoholic would 
be unable to resist it if he wanted to. “This is the baffling feature of
alcoholism as we know it—this utter inability to leave it alone, no
matter how great the necessity or the wish” (AA, 34). As Hetfield
says, “I got really sick of being hurt the next day. I got really tired of
wasting days and feeling like shit” (Playboy). Despite managing to
stay dry for over a year at the time he made that statement, Hetfield
eventually returned to the bottle.

The Irrationality of Alcoholism

Experts continue to debate the extent to which the craving for alcohol
and other drugs can be literally irresistible.6 What counts, however,

6 See Justin Gosling, Weakness of the Will (London: Routledge, 1990), p. 142; William
Charlton, Weakness of Will: A Philosophical Introduction (Oxford: Blackwell, 1988),
pp. 155–61.
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isn’t whether the addict’s need for drugs is completely overpowering,
but whether he himself believes this to be the case. Often, repeatedly
failing to quit leads an addict to become convinced that he is hope-
lessly lost. This destructive logic poses an enormous threat to an indi-
vidual’s rationality: drugs can overwhelm his rational considerations
or even undermine his capacity to make rational decisions. To under-
stand the impact of addiction on the rationality and autonomy of per-
sons, let’s consider its impact on actions, beliefs, and preferences.7

First, let’s focus on actions. I have already hinted at the paradox
that underlies the behavior of most addicts: even though they are 
initially capable of making rational decisions, addicts increasingly
lose control over their own actions. Often, they suffer from weakness
of the will, which means that they are more and more inclined to act
against their well-considered judgment on what to do.8 Even though
they judge it best to quit, they can’t overcome the craving. As Alcoholics
Anonymous says, “The fact is that for reasons yet obscure, we have
lost the power of choice in drink. Our so-called will power becomes
practically nonexistent. We are unable, at certain times, to bring into
our consciousness with sufficient force the memory of the suffering
and humiliation of even a week or a month ago. We are without
defense against the first drink” (AA, 24).

In western philosophy, this problem of weakness of the will or
akrasia first appears in Plato’s (ca.428–ca.348 bce) Protagoras, where
Socrates (470–399 bce) argues that “it is absurd . . . to say that a
man often does bad things though he knows they are bad and could
refrain from doing them, because he is driven and overwhelmed 
by pleasures.”9 According to Socrates, it is simply incoherent that a
rational person deliberately does what he judges wrong. Among philo-
sophers, this has become known as the “Socratic paradox.” If an
alcoholic decides to take a drink rather than abstain, he must believe,

7 In what follows, I focus almost exclusively on some of the most prominent authors
within analytical philosophy of mind and action, like Donald Davidson and Jon
Elster. My main reason for doing so is that their theories are central in contemporary
thinking about human rationality.
8 Donald Davidson, How is Weakness of the Will Possible?, in Donald Davidson,
Essays on Actions and Events (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980), pp. 21–2.
9 Plato, Protagoras, trans. by C.C.W. Taylor (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002),
355a.
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there and then, that such indulgence is the best thing to do. Believing
that the pleasure of having a drink is good, the alcoholic rationalizes
his choice.

In his Republic, Plato resolves the paradox by dividing the soul
into a rational part and an irrational (or desiring) part.10 When these
conflict with one another, the first is often able to keep the latter in
check: “Can’t we say there is something in their soul telling them to
drink and also something stopping them? Something different from,
and stronger than, the thing telling them they should drink?” (Book
IV, 439c). In the case of the alcoholic, the rational part loses the battle
against the irrational part.

According to Plato’s student Aristotle (384–322 bce), people who
act out of weakness of will fail to reason out what is truly good for
them. In Aristotle’s view, the weak-willed person “tends to be carried
away contrary to correct reason because of the ways he is affected.
They overcome him to the extent that he does not act in accordance
with correct reason, but not so that he becomes the sort to be con-
vinced that he ought to pursue such pleasures unrestrainedly.”11 So
according to Aristotle, someone who is weak-willed still knows what
is good, but fails to act accordingly.

Addicts are often plagued by a loss of self-control and a terrible sense
of ambivalence. Weakness of the will occurs only when the rational
part of the addict loses “the struggle within” and the alienating craving
comes out on top. Only after Hetfield realized in 2001 that he didn’t
want to be the kind of person he had become—an addicted puppet
ruled by master booze—did he become an “unwilling addict,” one
who experiences a strong desire to take drugs (alcohol in his case) but
doesn’t want to act on this desire. He no longer endorsed this desire
and simply didn’t want to be an addict at all. Previously, Hetfield 
was a “willing addict,” fully approving his desire to drink.12 Fans will

10 Plato, The Republic, trans. by T. Griffith, ed. by G.R.F. Ferrari (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2000), Book IV, 439d. For reasons that are of no particular
concern here, Plato also distinguishes a third, spirited part of the soul.
11 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, trans. by R. Crisp (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, 2000), Book VII, 1151a.
12 This terminology comes from Harry Frankfurt, whose views are analyzed 
more fully below. See Harry Frankfurt, The Importance of What We Care About
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), pp. 17–25.
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